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A Remarkable Glacial Kame Gorget 
By 

Dudley C. Bravard, Yellow Springs, Ohio 
and 

Robert N. Converse, Plain City, Ohio 

What may be a significant Glacial Kame 
sandal sole shell gorget has recently come to 
light (Fig. 1). It was originally purchased at a 
gun show and, after passing through the 
hands of two other people, was finally ob
tained by Dudley Bravard. Glacial Kame san
dal sole gorgets are not plentiful; in fact, in 
his study of the Glacial Kame culture, Cun
ningham (1948:37) states that they are among 
the most uncommon of all Indian artifacts. 
There are probably less than ten known en
graved examples making them a rarity among 
rarities. 

Nothing is known of the early history of 
this piece except that it is marked with an 
apparently old inscription "Ft. Recovery, 
Ohio." Fort Recovery and the adjacent Mer
cer County area has been the source of a 
number of sandal sole shell gorgets and was 
a prolific center of Glacial Kame activity. 
Cunningham (1948:21-22) mentions ten pairs 
of sandal sole gorgets in the possession of 
the Fort Recovery Banking Company in 1948, 
two sandal sole gorgets in the Payne collec
tion labeled Ft. Recovery, and one in his own 
collection from there. Cunningham, who per
sonally viewed these gorgets, makes no men
tion of any engraving on them. It is obvious 
that if this gorget had been among those he 
had seen it would have deserved special 
mention. It is also apparent that this piece 
has lain somewhere for a number of years 
without being reported or seen by anyone 
who recognized its importance until its dis
covery by Bravard. 

Little is known about the Glacial Kame 
culture which produced these artifacts except 
from evidence and artifacts found with buri
als. Griffin, in his comments on Cunningham's 
report, states that burial customs do not make 
a "culture", which is quite true. However, it 
may be added that this statement could be 
applied to many Indian "cultures" and especi
ally to Ohio Hopewell and Adena which are 

known almost entirely by the information 
gained from burial mounds. 

This unique gorget stands alone insofar as 
the engraved design is concerned. Carved 
in bas-relief, it portrays a bird, not in realistic 
style, but by detached yet recognizable ele
ments: the head, the tail, the two wings, and 
the clawed feet (Fig. 2). Instead of being 
joined in anatomically-correct position, each 
part points inwardly and looks as though it 
should be folded out or each portion turned 
end for end to be realistic (Fig. 3). This design 
is highly reminiscent of bird elements found 
on engraved Adena tablets (Webb and Baby 
1957:83-101) and specifically has the same 
"outside in" treatment as that found on a 
human skull gorget from the Adena Florence 
mound (Fig. 4). 

While discussing this gorget the authors 
explored the possibility of its likeness to other 
engraved sandal sole gorgets. Of the known 
and published carved specimens, some por
trayed animals in a realistic style or geometric 
designs. However, one example (Fig. 5) in 
the Ohio Historical Society collections has 
a geometric design incised on it which had 
little apparent meaning until the Bravard gor
get came to light. This figure consists of 
straight and curved lines which Cunningham 
(1948:24) called an "elaborate cross" but 
which may in the authors' opinion represent 
two highly stylized and conventional ized 
birds. This figure, seemingly meaningless un
til now, could have been an easily recognized 
motif among Glacial Kame people. In addition 
it may be said that the bird motif in the form 
of elongated birdstones is a diagnostic Glacial 
Kame trait. 

The Bravard gorget is unique among the 
Glacial Kame sandal sole gorgets found to 
date. It will be interesting to see if further 
Glacial Kame artifacts with bird motifs are 
discovered in the future. It may also provide 
a slight clue to the contemporaniety of Glacial 
Kame with Adena in Ohio. 
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Fig. 1 (Bravard-Converse) The Bravard gorget shown in full size. 
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Cunningham, Wilbur M. 
1948 A study of Glacial Kame in Michigan, 

Ohio and Indiana. Occasional contribu
tions from the Museum of Anthropology 
of the University of Michigan 12: Ann 
Arbor. 

Webb, Wm. S., and Raymond S. Baby 
1957 The Adena people—no. 2. The Ohio His

torical Society, Columbus. 

Fig. 3 (Bravard-Converse) When all elements are placed 
in correct anatomical position the design would appear in 
this manner. 

Fig. 2 (Bravard-Converse) Outline of design on Bravard 
gorget. 

Fig. 4 (Bravard-Converse) Design on an Adena human skull 
gorget from the Florence mound. Note the four elements — 
head. feet, wing, and tail—and the "outside in" treatment. 

Fig. 5 (Bravard-Converse) A sandal sole shell gorget with 
an incised design from Randolph County, Indiana, in the 
collections of the Ohio Historical Society. Three-lohed 
elements at left and right center may be stylized birds' 
heads while top and bottom center designs are tails. Four 
triangular designs are possibly conventionalized wings. 
Note similarity of head and tail treatment to that on the 
Bravard gorget. 
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Fort Ancient Effigies from Clark County 
By Kelly Hicks, 2920 Erter Drive, Springfield, Ohio 45503 

In 1967, two Fort Ancient human head ef
figies were recovered in a vacant field in 
Springfield, Clark County, Ohio. Buck Creek, 
which constitutes the northern edge of the 
site, flows in a southwesterly direction toward 
Springfield. The heads were made of a rather 
common type of sandstone, but are by no 
means crude. The faces were executed quite 
well, although the form of the heads them
selves is slightly distorted. The head on the 
left (Fig. 1), when closely observed, seems to 
depict a one-sided smile. The other, although 
quite battered, appears to possess a more 

grim countenance. The head on the left mea
sures 1-1/2 inches tall and 1-1/2 inches 
across the face. 

The specimens were identi f ied by Mr. 
Robert Converse as being characteristic of 
the Fort Ancient culture. Converse and sev
eral other experts agreed that the site where 
the heads were recovered is worth further 
study. 

The author would like to extend his thanks 
to those who helped with the photography 
and general background for this article. 

Fig. 1 (Hicks) Two sandstone effigies. 
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Artifacts Found in Adams County 
By Steve Kelley, P. O. Box 1, Seaman, Ohio 

In the accompanying photographs are arti
facts from the collections of ASO members 
Robert Crawford and Stephen Kelley. Most 
were found in Adams County along Brush 
Creek and its tributaries. 

Fig. 3 (Kelley) Top row: Archaic dovetail points and Middle 
Adena points. Bottom row: Archaic side notched, dovetail, 
and expanded notch points: ovate based knife, Adena cache 
blade, and Adena stemmed point. 

Fig. 1 (Kelley) Adena and Archaic stemmed projectile points 
and hafted scrapers. 

Fig. 2 (Kelley) Meal grinders, hammerstones, and grooved 
axe. The hammerstone second from left in the bottom row 
was found in the vicinity of Serpent Mound. 

Fig. 4 (Kelley) Archaic points including side notched, bi
furcated, dovetail, bottleneck, Lamoka, corner notched, 
and basal notched types. 



A Paleo-lndian Point from South Texas 
By 

Major J. L. Mitchell, San Antonio, Texas 
and 

Captain John Winsch, Dayton, Ohio 

In July and August of 1972, the authors 
made several visits to LaSalle County, Texas, 
for surface hunting in the mesquite and cac
tus country of south Texas. It is an area which 
is poorly reported in the literature but which 
we found to be fairly rich in archaeological 
materials. On one such visit, we were enter
tained at the rural home of Mr. Charles D. 
Johnson, who lives about 8 miles southeast 
of Cotulla, Texas. In viewing his rather ex
tensive collection of artifacts, which is cer
tainly one of the best collections in this part 
of the country, we observed a number of 
points which appear to us to be strikingly sim
ilar to Ohio point types, particularly some of 
the Archaic notched forms. 

We also noted with special interest the 
point which is illustrated with this article 
(Fig. 1), and both of us felt that it is very much 
like Paleo-lndian points which have been re
ported by Pruferand Baby in Ohio (1963:16). 
This particular point is made of a white quartz 
which has minute dark inclusions; both faces 
are fluted. The specimen measures 8.1 cm in 
length, is 2.9 cm wide at the maximum point, 
and measures 2.2 cm across the base. The 
base and sides are definitely ground and the 
grinding extends about 1.5 cm up the sides. 
It is .5 cm thick and weighs 22 gms. After 
careful examination of the artifact, we have 
concluded that it appears to be a Ross County 
point (Converse 1970:5), and that its pres
ence in south Texas is quite significant. The 
point was found several miles northwest of 
Laredo in Webb County, Texas, near the Rio 
Grande. 

Perino (1971:86-87), in reporting on the 
Ross County point type, has stated that it is 
unfortunate that the type was given such a 
localized geographic name. He noted that its 
distribution, while certainly strong in Ross 
County, Ohio, also extends across much of 
the eastern United States and that specimens 
have been reported as far away as the Rocky 
Mountains. This present specimen seems to 
indicate a southwestern distribution as well 

and hints that the point type may also be 
found across the border in Mexico. 

Since its distribution is fairly wide-spread, 
perhaps the type should be renamed. While 
type naming by geographical site is an estab
lished tradition in American archaeology (as 
for example: Clovis, Folsom, Plainview, etc.), 
in the case of the Ross County point type, the 
connotation of the name is too specific. The 
present authors favor a suggestion to call 
this type the "Smith Fluted" after Arthur G. 
Smith who first described it. 
Acknowledgement: Our thanks to Mr. Charles 
D. Johnson and family of Cotulla, Texas, for 
their hospitality and for permitting us to 
photograph and report this point. 

Converse, Robert 
1970 Ohio flint types. The Archaeological So

ciety of Ohio, Columbus. 
Perino, Gregory. 

1971 Guide to the identification of certain 
American Indian projectile points. Spe
cial Bulletin No. 4, Oklahoma Anthropo
logical Society, Tulsa. 

Prufer, Olaf H. and Raymond S. Baby. 
1963 Palaeo-lndians of Ohio. The Ohio His

torical Society, Columbus. 

Fig. 1 (Mitchell & Winsch) A Paleo-lndian projectile point 
from Webb County, Texas. 
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A Fort Ancient Shell Gorget 
By Steve Shaffer, I ronton, Ohio 

Fig 1 (Shaffer) Obverse and reverse of a circular shell gorget. This gorget is made of marine conch shell and has three perfora
tions. It was found on an Ohio River Fort Ancient site. It is 4-5/8 inches in diameter. 

Three Fluted Points from the Hiles Collection 
By Victor B. Hiles, Rt. 2, Maineville, Ohio 

Fig. 1 (Hiles) Pictured are three 
fluted points from my collection. 

Point on left is of black Upper Mercer flint and was found near 
Loveland, Ohio. The point in the center was found near Hodgen-
ville, Kentucky, birthplace of Abraham Lincoln. The third point 
is from Warren County near Mason. It is made of white Flint 
Ridge flint. Point on right is 2-1/2 inches long. 
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Two Ohio Lanceolate Points 
By Roger Moyne, 2813 Allegheny Ave., Columbus, Ohio 

Fig. I (Moyne) The point on the left is from Pickaway 
County, and the one on the right is probably from Rich
land County, although it is not certain. Both are made 
from high quality Upper Mercer flint. The larger point is 
4-1/4 inches long. 

A Bone Knife from the Feurt Site 
By James A. Miller, RFD, Portsmouth, Ohio 

Fig. 1 (Miller) Bone knife or spatula excavated from the Feurt site in Scioto County, Ohio. It is perforated on one end and has 
geometric designs engraved on it. It somewhat resembles the effigy of a fish with the perforation representing the eye and the 
notched end representing the mouth. 
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Notes on a Long Island Campsite 

By 
David R. Elliston 

Box 232, Bridghampton 
Long Island, New York 19932 

This site is located on the south fork of 
Long Island, about 95 miles east of New York 
City, in Suffolk County, on Mecox Bay near 
the Atlantic coast. It is on several acres of 
very flat land used for growing potatoes, 
which causes the artifacts to rise to the sur
face after each planting and harvest. The site 
was once inhabited by the Montauk tribe of 
the Algonkian Nation. I have been surface 
hunting here since 1958. 

Atthis location I have found many hundreds 
of quartz projectile points that represent all 
three main cultural periods found on Long 
Island. These periods are the Archaic before 
A.D. 700 (Fig. 1), the Intermediate period 
from A.D. 700 to 1100 (Fig. 2), and Late Pre
historic-Historic Period from A.D. 1100 to 
1700 (Fig. 3). The greater percentage of 
these points are of the late period. Also I 
found a number of quartz triangular thumb
nail scrapers (Fig. 4) and a quartz drill (Fig. 
5) of this same Late Prehistoric-Historic per
iod. This author would like to know if any 
quartz artifacts of this type have ever been 
discovered in other parts of America that 
might show trade contacts with other cultures. 

Due to the large amount of chipped pieces 
of quartz that covers this site I believe it to 
be a workshop. Most chipped stone artifacts 
found on eastern Long Island are of white 
quartz as the Indians in the area had little 
choice of stone material since quartz pebbles 
are found extensively here. This quartz is 

difficult to chip so most artifacts of it found 
here are poorly made. Indians in ancient times 
once believed quartz was ice frozen so solid 
it never again melted. 

At this Long Island site I have found some 
evidence of trade between these Montauk 
Indians and other Indian cultures from vari
ous sections of North America. This evidence 
is as follows: a keyhole pendant (Fig. 6) and 
a projectile point (Fig. 7) of gray New England 
slate, a projectile point (Fig. 8) of Delaware 
jasper, a fragment of a point (Fig. 9) of Flint 
Ridge, Ohio, chalcedony, and a projectile 
point (Fig. 10) of northeastern Arkansas chert. 
The artifacts in Figures 8, 9, and 10 were 
identified by Summers A. Redick, Worthing-
ton, Ohio (personal communication). 

There are also many traces of European 
trade contacts in the form of metal, broken 
crockery, and glass (Fig. 11). These remains 
are, for the most part, English. Some crockery 
found was marked London and Liverpool. 
Also I recovered one European pipe stem 
(Fig. 12). The reason for the main part of 
these trade items to be English is that the 
English were the first to settle on Long Island 
in the early 1600's. When the white man ar
rived in this area only about 6500 Indian 
inhabitants resided on Long Island. A few 
years later these people adopted the white 
man's mode of living or intermarried with the 
Negro slave population, thus losing in a very 
short time their original culture and identity. 
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Fig. 1 (Elliston) Quartz 
broad stemmed projectile 
of the Archaic period be
fore A.D. 700. 

Fig. 2 (Elliston) Quartz 
lozenge form projectile of 
the Intermediate period 
A.D. 700 to 1100. 

Fig. 3 (Elliston) Quartz 
triangular - shaped projec
tile of the Late Prehistoric 
and Historic periods A.D. 
1100 to 1700. 

Fig. 4 (Elliston) Quartz 
thumbnail scraper A.D. 
1100 to 1700. 

Illlflllilllllfllll 

Fig. 5 (Elliston) Quartz 
drill A.D. 1100 to 1700 

Fig. 6 (Elliston) Keyhole 
pendant of gray New Eng
land slate. 
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Fig. 7 (Elliston) Projectile 
point of gray New England 
slate. 
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Fig. 8 (Elliston) Projectile 
point of Delaware jasper. 

Fig. 9 (Elliston) Fragment 
of projectile of Flint Ridge 
chalcedony. 

Fig. 10 (Elliston) Projectile 
point of northeastern Ar
kansas chert. 

Fig. 11 (Elliston) Remains 
of European trade goods 
showing contact with early 
colonists. 

Fig. 12 (Elliston) Pipe stem 
of European origin. 
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Artifacts from Maumee River Basin 
By 

Patrick O. Steiner 
132 Sierra Court 

Toledo, Ohio 

The Maumee River has been a route of travel 
for American Indians for centuries. The number 
of village sites along the river is staggering. Hardly 
a summer goes by that a university is not conduct
ing an archaeological excavation along the river. 
The Department of Anthropology, University of 
Toledo has had several digs for at least three years. 
I began surface hunting along the Maumee River 
about 1969 after reading a number of history books 
about the river basin. All artifacts shown in the 
accompanying figures were found along the Mau
mee River in Lucas County, Ohio, unless noted 
otherwise. 

Most of the points shown are triangular; all are 
made of flint or chert, except one which is made 
of slate. They either have straight or slightly con
vex edges, and bases are usually straight or con
cave. Colors range through light gray, gray, dark 
gray, black, tan, brown and pink. The smaller points 
are extremely well flaked on both faces, but the 
larger points seem to be more crudely flaked, al
though, in some cases, are well chipped on edges. 
These points are Mississippian to early historic. 
Triangular points were used at the Battle of Fallen 
Timbers (1794) and The Battle of 1812-1813 at 
Fort Meigs. 
Figure One (All row numbers read from top to 
bottom and left to right.) 

The first two artifacts in this Figure are the first 
complete points I found. The third one, first row, 
is the first artifact I discovered along the Maumee 
River. I have been told it is a small knife, drill, or 
Fort Ancient point; there is a small chip missing 
on one side at the base, but it is otherwise com
plete. The third point, second row, is quite thick 
in the middle and has a deposit of quartz where 
the notch is on the right side. The drill, which is 
pink and cream, A1 in third row, was found on a 
farm next to the Miltonville village site on the 
Maumee River in Wood County, Ohio. This village 
site is within the 12 square miles of the Fort Miami 
Reserve. 

Figure Two 
The broken point in first row is unusual because 

it is filled with fossils, as is clearly shown. It is one 
of two such points. The artifact marked A15 is a 
broken triangular point and is the only other arti
fact that is pink. The four artifacts in the third row 
are thumbnail scrapers. 
Figure Three 

All these artifacts are broken points and all in 

colors of brown and black. The two artifacts in third 
row are brown with white speckles. 

Figure Four 
The second broken triangular point in row 1 is 

made of a slate material. The first small point in 
the second row was found by my youngest daugh
ter, and second is a corner notched Archaic point 
found on a farm not far from the Maumee River. 
The third point was found on the side of a hill in 
a washoff from a hard rain. I once found a 1934 
Indian-head nickel and a broken point in a washoff 
on a hill. It has to be an unusual way to find artifacts. 

Figures Five and Six 
The potsherds in Figures five and six are, for 

the most part, rim sherds that were found along the 
Maumee River. Color range through gray, light 
gray, black, and brown. The largest percentage of 
sherds are gray and black, due in part to the pro
cess of baking the vessels. Tempering materials 
used in these sherds are crushed shells of mol-
lusks; I have never found any other type of temper
ing, which would indicate they must have felt shell 
tempering superior. The texture of clay seems to 
be fine for the most part, but in some cases it is 
on the coarse side. 

Decoration is either by impression, punctate, or 
incision. The largest percentage is cord impres
sions, some being quite deep and others extremely 
shallow. For the most part the cord impressions 
run vertically from the rim as shown by the rim 
sherds. In all cases the interior is smooth. Punc-
tates were done with a pointed triangular tool or 
some other pointed instrument. 

Figure Five 
1. Triangular punctates below lip. 
2. Triangular punctates below lip lower than 

No. 1. 
3. Lip scalloped probably done with fingers. 
4. Part of handle. Both edges are decorated by 

little notches and there is a built-up ridge in 
middle. 

5. Circular punctates on a body sherd. 
6. Sample of body sherd with cord impressions 

uniformly laid in when clay was in plastic 
state. 

7. Sample of body sherd with cord impression. 
8. Rim sherd with added section for greater 

thickness with scallops at bottom of the strip. 
9. Rim sherd with vertical impressions along 

bottom of added section. 
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10. Rim sherd with an unsmoothed added 
section. 

11. Part of body sherd with square punctate 
marks. This piece clearly shows crushed 
shell temper. 

12. Rim sherd with incised lines going horizon
tally around lower part of rim. Body seems to 
be smooth, lip flares out. 

Figure Six 
1. Sherd with two rows of square punctate 

markings; rest of body is smooth. 
2. Triangular punctates below lip. 
3. Plain; could be a basal sherd since it was the 

thickest piece found (1.5 cm.) 
4. Part of rim with cord impression up to rim 

where it is smoothed out to lip. 
5. Plain rim sherd. 
6. Plain rim sherd. 
7. Rim sherd with dentate stamping on rim and 

on lip, and horizontal incised lines below rim. 
8. Rim sherd with plain rim but overlapping 

impressions that could be cord or brush 
marked. 

9. Sherd with triangular punctate markings. 
10. Rim sherd with triangular punctate markings. 
11. Rim sherd with round lip. 

12. Sherd with impressions with incised lines 
going through them. 

Figure Seven 
The bone is carved and seems to have been 

polished. It could be either a knife handle or hair 
tube; the end at the scale is notched ail the way 
around the bone. 

The second artifact shown is a net sinker, 
chipped on two sides at the top and made of an 
igneous rock. The top and bottom are flat, perhaps 
caused by polishing. 
Figure Eight 

All of these points were found on the beach 
along Lake Erie in Ottawa County. They were de
posited on the beach after the ice breaks up on 
the lake which makes it impossible to determine 
their origin. The interesting thing is that if they lie 
on the beach very long the sand wears them down 
to where it is hard to tell about the chipping, or 
even see any chipping. [Assoc. Editor's Note: 
The edges of points and the flake scars are worn 
down as the water moves the pieces along the 
sand and stones on the lake bed.] The first point 
is Adena, the second is Woodland, the third point 
is parallel flaked. In the second row, the first is a 
"bird point", the second is a large triangular point. 

Fig. 1 (Steiner) Flint points and tools from Maumee River 
basin. 

• * * A # 

m m & f^ 
Fig. 2 (Steiner) Points and scrapers from Maumee River 
valley. 

Acknowledgements: Photographs courtesy of Bob Ruby. 
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Fig. 3 (Steiner) Point fragments from Maumee River valley. Fig. 4 (Steiner) Point fragments from Maumee River valley. 
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Fig. 5 (Steiner) Pottery fragments from Maumee River 
valley. 

Fig. 6 (Steiner) Pottery fragments from Maumee River 
valley. 

Fig. 7 (Steiner) Cut bone and stone net sinker from Maumee 
River valley. 
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Fig. 8 (Steiner) Water-worn points from Lake Erie. 
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A Morgan County Point 

By 
Jim Hawks 

356 E. 20th Ave. 
Columbus, Ohio 

This f ine serrated corner notched point 
(Fig. 1) was given to me as a Christmas pres
ent by my gir l fr iend who acquired it f rom 
Mrs. Merle (Sands) Weir ick of R.F.D., Perrys-
vil le, Ohio. Mrs. Weir ick told me that the point 
had been found in Union Township, Morgan 
County, Ohio, sometime before 1927 by her 
brother. It was placed on a cupboard shelf 
in the Sands' old home, which had been the 
original vot ing place in Union Township. The 
house remained vacant after the Sands family 
moved away in 1927. Merle, upon returning 

in 1967, found the point still lying on the 
cupboard shelf after 40 years. 

It is made from mott led blue black Coshoc
ton fl int and probably dates from the Archaic 
period. It measures 3-3/4 inches in length 
and has heavy gr inding on the base. It closely 
resembles the notched base dovetai l type 
wi thout the basal notch (Converse 1970). 

Converse, Robert 
1970 Ohio flint types. The Archaeological So

ciety of Ohio, Columbus. 

Fig. 1 (Hawks) Obverse and reverse views of serrated point from Morgan County. 
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Early Archaic Projectile Points 
from the Central Muskingum Valley 

By 
James Morton 

2770 East Ray Drive 
Zanesville, Ohio 43701 

The accompanying photographs illustrate vari
ous projectile points found along the Muskingum 
River below Zanesvil le in Muskingum County, 
which appear to be related to Early Archaic point 
types from the St. Albans site in the Kanawha 
Valley of West Virginia (Broyles 1971). These 
specimens were selected from a collection of about 
400 points found before 1913 on or near the Galig-
her farm, 2 miles south of Zanesville on the east 
bank of the Muskingum River. 
Amos Corner Notched (Fig. 1: Top Row a). 

One example resembles strongly the Amos 
Corner Notched point type found in the Kanawha 
Valley of West Virginia in a stratum which has been 
dated between 7900 B.C. and 6980 B.C. (Broyles 
1971:55). This specimen, made of an unidentified 
light gray flint, is the only example seen by the 
writer in the central Muskingum Valley. In fact, 
the attribution of this particular specimen is rather 
tenuous. 
Kirk Series (Fig. 1: Top Row b, c, d, e, and Bottom 
Row). 

Examples of the Kirk series of points, including 
Kirk Stemmed and some smaller Kirk-like points 
are represented in this collection. Broyles (1971: 
62-65) has dated them at the St. Albans site be
tween 6900 B.C. and 6800 B.C. They are predomi
nantly of black flint, probably Upper Mercer, and 
gray cherts. One point is of gray Flint Ridge flint. 
Although apparently scarce in the Muskingum Val
ley, points of the Kirk series have been reported 
at the Welling site (Blank 1970) in Coshocton 
County on the Walhonding which is a tributary of 
the Muskingum, and at a site near Duncan Falls 
south of Zanesvil le on the Muskingum River 
(Gregg, Morton, and Carskadden 1972). A variant 
of the Kirk Stemmed point, called by Converse 
(1970:19) "Heavy Duty Serrated," is possibly rep
resented by specimens a, b, and c in Figure 3. It 
is distinguished from the classic Kirk Stemmed 
type by larger size, thicker cross section, a more 
concave base, and deeper cruder flaking. 
MacCorkle Stemmed (Fig. 2: Top Row a, b, c, d). 

Various large bifurcated points appear which may 
be associated with the MacCorkle Stemmed type 
found at the St. Albans site and dated between 
6850 B.C. and 6750 B.C. Broyles (1972:6) sug
gests that, because of their chronological position, 
these points may be transitional between the large 

Kirk series points and the later, smaller bifurcated 
points such as St. Albans and LeCroy. In the 
Muskingum Valley area, similar large bifurcated 
points have been found at the Welling site (Blank 
1970:281, Fig. 8 d, e). One point of this type has 
been found at the Duncan Falls site previously 
mentioned (Gregg, Morton, and Carskadden 1972). 
St. Albans Side Notched (Fig. 2: Top Row e, f). 

One example of this point type is represented 
from the Galigher collection (e). It is made of an 
unknown white flint, possibly Flint Ridge material. 
This type has been dated at the St. Albans site by 
radiocarbon to approximately 6880 B.C., but Broy
les (1972:6) feels that this is about 300 years too 
early. Only one other example of this point type 
has been observed by this writer from the central 
Muskingum Valley (f). Geistweit (1972:154-155 
and Fig. 16) has noted two from Morgan County 
and one from Coshocton County. She also ob
serves that they are more common in central Ohio 
and particularly in the northern reaches of the 
Muskingum drainage; for instance, she noted 61 
from Wayne County. 

LeCroy Bifurcated Base (Fig. 2: Bottom Row a, b, 
c, d). 

Rather common in the central Muskingum area, 
Broyles (1972:6) estimates the date for these points 
to be approximately 6300 B.C. at the St. Albans 
site. Of the four examples from this collection, 
two show burination of the stem and one shows 
burination of the shoulder as well. Hence, these 
two may be called Lake Erie Bifurcated Base, a 
sub-type of LeCroy first defined by Prufer and 
Sofsky (1965). 
Kanawha Stemmed (Fig. 2: Bottom Row e, f, g, h). 

Broyles (1971:58-59) indicates a date of 6200 
B.C. for this type at the St. Albans site. She (1972: 
7) notes that points of this variety have been re
ported in Ohio for Tuscarawas and Washington 
counties, both in the Muskingum drainage area. 
Geistweit (1971:119-120), on the other hand, states 
that this type is found throughout Ohio but finds 
its greatest concentration in the southern part of 
the state. Blank has reported one Kanawha Stem
med from the Welling site in Coshocton County 
(1970:281, Fig. 8, a). 
Eva I (Fig. 3: Bottom Row e). 

One point illustrated seems similar to the basal 
notched point type called Eva I defined at the Eva 
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site in Tennessee (Lewis and Lewis 1961:40). The 
point type dates from approximately 5200 B.C. at 
this site. Converse (1970:26) mentions that these 
points are "extremely scarce in Ohio and poorly 
described in the literature." The point illustrated 
here is the only one known from the central Mus
kingum area. The Galigher example is of an un
identifiable tan chert. 

Untyped (Fig. 3: Bottom Row a, b, c, d and Fig. 4). 
Illustrated in these figures are projectile points 

from the Galigher collection of probable Early 
Archaic affiliation. They appear to be related typo-
logically to some of the point types just discussed, 
though no one type specifically. 
Stanly Stemmed (Fig. 3: Top Row d, e, f). 

As a supplement to the consideration of Early 
Archaic points in the central Muskingum area we 
have included in the figures points not in the 
Galigher collection. The majority of them are stray 
finds not associated with any extensive Early Ar
chaic habitation sites. Projectile points of the Kirk, 
MacCorkle, and St. Albans type are represented. 
Of special interest are three points which we have 
tentatively identified as Stanly Stemmed (c.f. Coe 
1964). They are of interest, not only because they 
are very scarce from this area, but because these 
examples were found within a 2-mile radius in the 
Licking drainage area of western Muskingum 
County. At the St. Albans site a point similar to 
them, designated Stanly Stemmed, was found in a 
zone above LeCroy points. For this reason Broyles 
(1972:7) has dated them to 6000 B.C. A similar 
point is among the Early Archaic component at the 
Welling site (Blank 1970: 280, Fig. 7c). 
Conclusion. 

Heretofore, data for ascertaining the extent of 

penetration of Early Archaic peoples into the cen
tral Muskingum region has been scanty. It is hoped 
that this rather superficial plunge into the subject 
will provide at least a starting point. Several sur
face sites yielding Early Archaic material are cur
rently being investigated and more on the subject 
should be forthcoming. 

Blank, John Edward 
1970 The Archaic Component of the Welling site, 

33-Co-3, Coshocton County, Ohio. Ohio Ar
chaeologist 20(4):269-281. 

Broyles, Bettye J. 
1971 Second preliminary report: the St. Albans site, 

Kanawha County, West Virginia. Report of 
Archeological Investigations, 3. West Virginia 
Geo log i ca l and Economic Survey , Mor-
gantown. 

1972 Distribution of southeastern Archaic projectile 
points in the Ohio Valley, Newsletter of the 
West Virginia Archeological Society 14(1):3-8. 
Coe, Joffre L. 

1964 The formative cultures of the Carolina pied
mont. Transactions of the American Philosoph
ical Society, n.s. 54(5). Philadelphia. 

Converse, Robert N. 
1970 Ohio flint types, The Archaeological Society of 

Ohio, Columbus. 
Geistweit, Barbara Ann 

1971 Archaic manifestations in Ohio and the Ohio 
Valley. Unpublished Master's thesis, Depart
ment of Anthropology, Ohio State University. 
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~Fig. 1 (Morton) Early Archaic projectile points from the central Muskingum Valley. 

Fig. 2 (Morton) Early Archaic projectile points from the central Muskingum Valley. 
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Fig. 3 (Morton) Early Archaic projectile points from the central Muskingum Valley. 
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Fig. 4 (Morton) Early Archaic projectile points from the central Muskingum Valley. 
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The Early Archaic 

By 
R. L. Harter 

1961 Buttermilk Hill 
Delaware, Ohio 

Of all the flint types made by the prehistoric 
peoples of Ohio, probably the most over-looked by 
collectors are the points associated with the Early 
Archaic period. In past years of archaeological 
research, the study of the Woodland cultures has 
been immense, undoubtedly due to the numerous 
burial mounds and the classic materials which are 
by all means unique and beautiful. The artifacts 
left behind by the Woodland people in Ohio are 
some of the finest ever found in the United States, 
and the study of the Woodland people should be 
intense! But the presence of the Early Archaic in 
Ohio is just as important, in its own way, as the 
occupation of the Woodland people, although 
studying Early Archaic cultures is somewhat diffi
cult due to the unmarked burials and small, scat
tered camp sites. 

In Ohio, most point types produced by these 
nomadic people are listed as either uncommon 
or rare. These two words should make collectors 
take a closer look at what they have found, and the 
sites yielding these artifacts should be thoroughly 
examined (including excavation if possible), docu
mented, and reported. In turn other collectors, 
both amateur and professionals alike, can benefit 
by having a better perspective of the Early Archaic 
occupancy in Ohio. 

Today every collector knows of the skillfully-
made fluted points of the Palaeo-lndians and we all 
can recognize and praise the beautiful artifacts 
produced by the Adena and Hopewell people. The 
triangular shape of the Mississippian arrow point 
is a dead giveaway for this type, and every collector 
would give a small fortune to own a 6-inch dovetail. 
But what about the small, seldom-found Kanawha 
Stemmed points associated with the Early Archaic 
period, or the hafted shaft scraper which is one of 
the rarest flint artifacts in Ohio. How many col
lectors can recognize the large and small varieties 
of the Kirk Corner Notched point which is one of 
the oldest documented Archaic types in the eastern 
United States. 

Many of the flint types discussed in this article 
occur during the Kirk Phase of the Appalachian 
Archaic tradition. Many of these types are also 
associated with the St. Albans site located in 
Kanawha County, West Virginia (Broyles 1971). 
The St. Albans site is one of the oldest and deepest 
Archaic sites in North America. Eleven radiocar
bon dates were received and nearly a dozen dif
ferent flint types were discovered at the site, thus 
making the St. Albans site very important for study
ing the Early Archaic in the eastern United States. 

In Ohio, there are at least ten known projectile 
point types, plus the hafted shaft scraper, which 
occurred during the Early Archaic period. The 

majority of these types are considered to be un
common to extremely rare. Although they have a 
wide distribution in Ohio, they are not found in 
any heavy concentration. 

All types illustrated are in the author's collection 
and were found in northern Delaware County, 
unless stated otherwise. All illustrations are actual 
size. 

Kanawha Stemmed 
Probably the most pleasing of all the Early Ar

chaic flint types is the Kanawha Stemmed point 
(Fig. 1). This type was first recognized at the St. 
Albans site in West Virginia. The Kanawha Stem
med type was found in zones two and four (1 to 3 
feet below surface) which have a radiocarbon date 
of 6210 B.C. ± 100 years (Broyles 1971:59). In 
Ohio, this type retains its original name and is 
considered scarce (Converse 1970:33). 

The author has noticed two variations of this 
type, one being very thin while the other is quite 
thick in cross section. 

St. Albans Side Notched 
The St. Albans Side Notched points (Fig. 2) are 

again associated with the St. Albans site from which 
they were named (Broyles 1971:72-75). The type 
is one of the oldest documented bifurcated types 
in the eastern United States. There are two varia
tions represented, type A and type B. Type A was 
found in zone 12 at St. Albans. Hearth samples 
from this zone have been dated at 6870 B.C. ± 
700 years, but according to Broyles (Broyles 1971: 
73) this date is 500 years too early. Broyles also 
stated that this type should occur after the LeCroy 
Bifurcated type and before the Kirk Corner 
Notched type. Type B was found in zone 11, and 
the same dating prevails. 

In Ohio, this point is known as the St. Albans 
Bifurcated type (Converse 1970:32). Both types 
A and B are represented in Ohio and, although 
they are found on many Early Archaic sites, they 
occur in minor numbers only. 

Kirk Corner Notched 
Kirk Corner Notched (Fig. 3) is one of the oldest 

documented Archaic types in the eastern United 
States (Converse 1970:36). It was first recognized 
by Coe (1964:69, 70) at the Hardway site in North 
Carolina. The Kirk Corner Notched type was also 
found at the St. Albans site in zones 16 and 18 
(large variety) and in zone 20 (small variety). These 
zones are 8 to 10 feet below the surface. The large 
type is dated between 6900 B.C. ± 320 years and 
6850 B.C.± 320 years. The small type is dated at 
6980 B.C. ± 160 years (Broyles 1971:63-65). 

In Ohio, both variations of the Kirk Corner 
Notched type are found but again they are not 
common. 
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Kirk Serrated and Heavy Duty Serrated 
Another flint type associated with the Kirk Phase 

of the Appalachian Archaic tradition is the Kirk 
Serrated or Kirk Stemmed type (Fig. 4). This type 
was named by Coe (1964:70) and is also associated 

r with the Carolina Piedmont like the Kirk Corner 
Notched type. The Kirk Stemmed (or serrated) 
type was also found at the St. Albans site, both on 

I the surface and in zones 4 and 16. According to 
Broyles (1971:67) this type should date at approxi
mately 6800 B.C., after the Kirk Corner Notched 
type (zones 17-20) and before the St. Albans Side 
Notched type (zones 11 and 12). 

In Ohio, this type is commonly referred to as Kirk 
Serrated as noted in the report of the Welling site 
(33-C0-3), in Coshocton County (Blank 1970:275, 
280), in the report of the Leimbach site in Lorain 
County (Shane 1967:114) and in the report on an 
Archaic site in Columbiana County (Henderson 
1969:61). The Kirk Serrated type is not common 
in Ohio, but it occurs sporadically throughout the 
state. 

A variant of the Kirk Serrated type, also occurring 
in Ohio, is the Heavy Duty Serrated (Converse 
1970:19) (Fig. 5). It is quite similar to the Kirk 
Serrated type except for its smaller size and thick
ness in cross section. 

Although little work has been done on this type, 
it is believed that the chronological and cultural 
placement of the two types is similar. It is also 
uncommon in Ohio; the author has noticed that on 
Archaic sites in Delaware County the Kirk Serrated 
type has not yet been found in association with 
the Heavy Duty Serrated type. 

LeCroy and Lake Erie Bifurcated 
The best known of all the bifurcated types is the 

LeCroy Bifurcated Based (Fig. 6). This type was 
first recognized in Tennessee and was also found 
at the St. Albans site (Broyles 1971:69) in zones 
6 and 8 and has been dated at 6300 B.C. 100 
years (Broyles 1971:69). This date places the type 
later in time than the St. Albans Side Notched 
and earlier than the Kanawha Stemmed type. In 
Ohio, the LeCroy Bifurcated Based type is found 
on many Early Archaic sites, but it is not con
sidered a common type. 

A variant of the LeCroy Bifurcated point, the 
Lake Erie Bifurcated type (Converse 1970:30) 
(Fig. 7), is also found in Ohio. This type was dis
covered on the McKibben site in Trumbull County 
and was named by Prufer and Sofsky (1965:31). 
It has been suggested by Blank (1970:275) that 
the chronological and cultural placement of the 
two bifurcated types is similar. Blank also stated 
that although the Lake Erie and LeCroy types have 
different mean quantitative attributes, the range 
of variation between them overlaps. There are ap
proximately 20% of all samples of these points that 
cannot be classed with certainty into either cate
gory. The author has found several of both types 
in Delaware County and the problem of classifica
tion prevails. The Lake Erie Bifurcated type is also 
found on many Early Archaic sites, but, again, only 
in minor numbers. 

Hafted Shaft Scrapers 
Probably the rarest flint tool in Ohio is the hafted 

shaft scraper (Fig. 8). In the past four years of study 
the author has found the occurrences of this unique 
tool extremely rare in Ohio, numbering less than 
160 known specimens. It is believed that this low 
number will also apply in other eastern states. In 
the past, the chronological and cultural placement 
of the shaft scraper has been somewhat question
able, but as the study progresses, it is becoming 
more evident that they are a product of the Early 
Archaic period. 

Although the majority of shaft scrapers reported 
have been found on multi-component sites, the 
author has noticed that other flint types associated 
with the Early Archaic period have also been found 
with them, especially those types associated with 
the Kirk Phase of the Appalachian Archaic tradi
tion. The base styles on many shaft scrapers also 
correspond with the base styles on projectile points 
occurring during the Kirk Phase. The shaft scraper 
is also associated with the St. Albans site where 
it was found with other Kirk Phase material (Broy
les 1971:36, 37). 

Little work has been done on the chronological 
placement of the Ohio specimens. But by using 
the radiocarbon dates received at the St. Albans 
site, the author feels that a probable date can be 
placed on the Ohio specimens. The Kirk Phase of 
the Appalachian Archaic tradition existed between 
8000 B.C. and 6000 B.C., and the shaft scraper 
primarily occurs during this time. It should be 
noted that there are some base styles on a few 
shaft scrapers that are different from those of the 
Kirk Phase points. This difference could mean that 
the scrapers occurred before the Kirk Phase and 
lingered on into later times. 

The shaft scrapers occur sporadically throughout 
the state, but they are more common in central 
and southern Ohio. 

Early Archaic Side Notched 
The Early Archaic Side Notched type (Fig. 9) is 

a fairly common type in Ohio, but again it is not 
found in any concentration. This type is on many 
Early Archaic sites and usually associated with 
materials of the Kirk Phase, although it probably 
occurs before the Kirk Phase. There are several 
variations which differ in notch and blade size, but 
they are not great enough to warrant a separation. 

In Ohio, little work has been done on this type 
and knowledge of its chronological placement is 
lacking. But there is a definite similarity between 
the Big Sandy type found in Tennessee and Ala
bama and the Kessell Side Notched type asso
ciated with the St. Albans site. At the St. Albans 
site, Broyles has placed a probable date of 8000 
B.C. on the Kessell type (Broyles 1971:60, 61). 
The Big Sandy type of the South also dates within 
this period. 

If the Ohio specimen follows this same dating 
pattern, then it would occur after the Piano Com
plex of the Fluted Point tradition and before the 
Kirk Phase of the Appalachian Archaic tradition. 

In the description of the Kessel Side Notched 
type Broyles (1971:61) stated that two specimens 
of this type have been found in Ohio. The author 
has never seen it in central Ohio, and so it should 
be considered rare. It probably occurs in southern 
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Ohio only. 
The Kessell point differs from the Ohio type in 

both blade and basal treatment. The blade is quite 
thin, the notches are smaller and the base is con
cave, much more so than the Ohio type. For fur
ther identification refer to Broyless description 
(Broyles 1971:60, 61). 

There are several other point types that are 
associated with the Early Archaic period that are 
either extremely rare in Ohio, or they have not yet 
been described in Ohio literature. The author feels 
that they should be mentioned so that if any oc
currences are noted these types can either be 
studied further or documented and added to the 
Ohio flint type list. 

Weak Stemmed 
One type that has been added to the Ohio litera

ture is the Weak Stemmed type (Converse 1970: 
37). It is extremely rare in the state, but is a minor 
form occurring during the Early Archaic period. 
This type was discovered with burials at deep 
levels in Alabama, indicating Early Archaic affilia
tion. To date, the author has seen only one speci
men coming from northern Ohio (Fig. 10). No other 
information was available on this point and data 
on other flint artifacts being found in association 
with it are also lacking. Although the chronological 
placement of this type is questionable, it probably 
occurs after the Kirk Phase. 

Lawrence Broad Blade Bifurcated 
Another rare point that has been recently added 

to the Ohio literature is the Lawrence Broad Blade 
Bifurcated named by the late Jerry Hastings (1971: 
25). According to Hastings this type is rare but 
occurs sporadically in southern Ohio. Due to the 
fact that all specimens reported were surface finds, 
no chronological placement was given by Hastings. 
But this type is undoubtedly an Early Archaic one 
and it could fall within the Kirk Phase. The author 
has never seen this type, so for proper identifica
tion refer to the description by Hastings. 

Questionable Types 
In Figures 11 and 12 are two flint types which 

are undoubtedly associated with the Early Archaic 
period, but their identification is somewhat ques
tionable. 

The one in Figure 11 is a bifurcated base type 
that apparently has not been identified. It is similar 
to the Kirk Serrated type except for the extremely 
thin and somewhat unifaced blade, which appears 
to be characteristic. This type could be a new bi
furcated type for Ohio. 

The points in Figure 12 are also of a bifurcated 
type that is similar to those previously identified as 
LeCroy points (Brown 1963:50, 51); Brown's re
port is based on the description given by Bell 
(1958). This type is somewhat different from the 
LeCroy types reported from the St. Albans site 

(Broyles 1971:68, 69), but it is possible that it is a 
larger variation which was not found at the St. 
Albans site. If that is the case, the LeCroy type 
should be subdivided, such as the large and small 
varieties of the Kirk Corner Notched type. 

This report does not cover all flint types that 
occur during the Early Archaic period, but only 
the major ones. There are undoubtedly more that 
are not yet described in the Ohio literature. This 
lack again stresses the importance of putting more 
emphasis on the study of the Early Archaic. 

In the past years, the study of the Woodland 
and Mississippian cultures has uncovered many 
new traits and our knowledge of their presence 
in Ohio has increased greatly. The author hopes 
that more intense work can be done on the Early 
Archaic people so that our knowledge of their 
occupation in Ohio can be better understood, like 
that of the people who followed them. 
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Fig. 1 (Harter) Kanawha Stemmed 
points. Specimens A and B are ex
tremely thin, specimen C is somewhat 
thicker in cross section. 

Fig. 2 (Harter) St. Albans Bifurcated 
points. Specimens A and B are known 
as type B. Specimens C and D are 
type A. 

Fig. 5 (Harter) Heavy Duty Serrated. 

Fig. 3 (Harter) Kirk Corner Notched 
points. Specimens A and B are the 
large variety, specimens C and D are 
the small variety. 

Fig. 4 (Harter) Kirk Serrated. 

Fig. 6 (Harter) LeCroy Bifurcated Base 
points. Note broadness of the blade 
which is typical of this type. 



Fig. 7 (Harter) Lake Erie Bifurcated 
Base points. Note similarity to the 
types in Figure 6. 

Fig. 9 (Harter) Early Archaic Side 
Notched points. Note stubby appear
ance of specimen B due to resharpening. 

Fig. 8 (Harter) The rare hafted shaft 
scraper. This specimen is from Law
rence County. 

Fig. 10 (Harter) Weak Stemmed point. 
This specimen is from northern Ohio 
and is in the collection of Jack Johns. 

Fig. 11 (Harter) Unidentified flint types 
associated with the Early Archaic. 

Fig. 12 (Harter) Flint types which are 
probably a large variation of the LeCroy 
Bifurcated Base flint type. 
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Artifacts from the Fuller Collection 
By Steve Fuller, 2046 11th St., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio 

Fig. 1 (Fuller) Two views of a spineback 
gorget 3-5/8 inches long from Licking 
County, Ohio. It is made from gray 
banded slate, and was formerly in the 
Wehrle and Copeland collections. 

Fig. 2 (Fuller) Miniature porttery vessel 
found with one of several burials about 
1919 when workmen were removing 
gravel from a low knoll near the 
Cuyahoga River on the Bender Farm. 
Northampton Township, Summit 
County, Ohio. The small pot is dark 
brown, grit tempered, and measures 3 
inches tall, 2Vi inches in diameter, and 
2 inches across the top. There is a series 
of two parallel, punctated zig-zag lines 
along the rim. Below this design are two 
incised parallel horizontal lines around 
the circumference of the neck. 
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The Collector s 
Corner 

Fig. 1 In the photograph are two knives from the collection of Steve Balazs. 10 Crestview Dr.. Mount Vernon. Ohio. The large 
ovoid knife on the right is 4-1/8 inches long and made of gray and cream colored Flint Ridge chalcedony. Lanceolate shaped 
knife of gray and cream Coshocton flint is 4-1/4 inches long. They were found in Morrow and Knox counties, respectively. 

Fig. 2 Surface finds from one site by Donald A. Casto and Don Paul Casto of 138 Ann Court, Lancaster, Oh 
covered in the past two years. 

io. All were dis-
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Fig. 3 More surface finds from another site found by Don and Paul Casto of Lancaster over the past three years. 

AWARDS 

Following are the winners of awards at the March 
18, 1973 meeting of the Archaeological Society of 
Ohio at Columbus, Ohio: 

BEST OF SHOW 
Dallas Burton 
7715 Camargo 
Madeira, Ohio 

Fraudulent Artifacts 
Through the generosity of Jack Hooks, Rt. 5, Mans
field, Ohio, a collection of fraudulent Indian arti
facts has been donated to our Society. This col
lection will become permanent property of the 
ASO and will be on display at meetings as an edu
cational aid. 

BEST SITE DISPLAY 
Gary Davis 
Box 133 
Bainbridge, Ohio 

BEST TYPE DISPLAY 
John F. Berner 
2260 Berry Creek Drive 
Dayton, Ohio 
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Meeting of the Black Swamp Chapter 

The item held by Mearl Guthrie, Bowling Green, is a 
mandible of an adult male Indian, part of a burial exca
vated along Green Creek in Sandusky County. The jaw 
shows stains of a copper ornament buried with it. The 
box held by William Smith, Fostoria, contains skeletal 
remains of a small child excavated from a village site on 
Green Creek. The bones from the region of the chest show 
copper stains from a necklace which had been buried with 
the individual. 

All these artifacts are from the collection of Bruce F. Hanny. 
The pieces in the frame came from one site on the Portage 
River in Ottawa County. There are 13 gun flints: the light 
colored one is French honey flint, the other 12 are English 
flint. The two white pieces in the bottom row are shell 
from either a necklace or a bracelet. The artifacts at the 
bottom are also from Ottawa County: four celts, one piece 
of black slate, and two grooved hammers. 
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The Cole Cumberland 
By 

H. B. Brooks 
Rt. 2 - B o x 75 
South Point, O. 

Pictured in Fig. 1 is one of the finest Cum
berland type Paleo points I've ever seen. It 
was found by Raymond Cole of Cumberland 
County, Kentucky May 18, 1971, on property 
owned by his parents. 

The piece is approximately 5-1/2 inches 
long and is made of local light tan flint which 
is slightly translucent on the thinner edges. 

The site of the find is situated at the mouth 
of a tunnel-like cave which opens from the 
side of the mountain just below the finder's 
home. It faces directly toward the Cumber
land River which is only about 300 yards 
distant. 

Raymond stated that he had searched the 
site on many occasions but had never before 
found a projectile point of this type. 

Heavy three-day rains had preceded the 
find and the point had apparently been 
washed down during this period. The finder 
explained that only a week before he had 
visited the site and made a thorough search 
of the area. He further stated that the point 
had definitely not been exposed to view at 
that time. 

When I went down to the site in June of 
1972, numerous flakes and spalls of light tan 
flint could be seen throughout the area and 
large chunks of this same type material were 
lying in the stream bed. While I was busy 
inspecting the cave, my companion, Bill Mur
phy, who lives over in Irish Bottom picked up 
a fine 6-inch black flint blade. 

Deposits of flint occur in large quantities 
and the colors range from white, yellow, red, 
blue, grey and black to other shades and 
color combinations. 

The point shown in the photo was pur
chased from the finder by Bill Murphy No
vember 23, 1971, and I acquired it from him. 
It is shown just about full size. 

It is one of the finest pieces in my Paleo 
collection and I have named it "The Cole 
Cumberland" in honor of the boy who found it. Fig. 1 (Brooks) The Cole Cumberland point found in Cum

berland County, Kentucky. Length 5-1/2 inches. 
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